Grace Neighborhood
Nursery School
Winter 2019
The Director’s Corner:
Notes from Barb
Dear Grace Families,
What a month we have had! In reading over
the classroom newsletters, I had to laugh
when I read that in January the children
were WISHING for snow…remember that
we didn’t have any snow on the ground for
the children to play in until one month ago!
Now there is an abundance of winter fun
outside…for all of us! Please see our recommendations for “things to do in winter” put
together by all of the staff.
We have also had an abundance of school closures in the past month. On one of
those days, Friday, 2/15, the staff came together to learn about an important set
of developmental abilities known as “Executive Function.” This set of soft cognitive skills has been declared one of the most important predictors of school and
life success. Another term that is often used to describe ways that adults help
children develop these skills is “autonomy support.” The idea is that the important adults in children’s lives have the opportunity to support and “stretch” children to develop the four types of skills associated with Executive Functioning.
These skills and abilities are: the ability to focus, pay attention and organize
your thinking, the capacity for working memory, the ability to think flexibly and
adjust to changing demands in the environment, and the ability to control your
actions (and thoughts). Children need models for how do all of these things. The
more explicit we are in showing them how we think and reason out solutions to
problems and support children in their own problem-solving opportunities (as
opposed to solving problems for them) the better they will be able to picture
how to do this and get better at it. Other important ways adults support children
to become autonomous is to set clear expectations and offer positive encouragement when children are struggling. Resist the temptation to do too much to
“help” them when they are on the edge of being able to do a task or solve a
problem by themselves. Maybe they just need a hint or a little support from the
sidelines. Remember to always pause to try and understand your child’s point of
view before you move in to offer support. Your perspective on a situation may
be a world away from theirs. If you are interested in reading more about Executive Function I recommend the book Mind In The Making by Ellen Galinsky.

I hope many of you will be able to make it to our auction on Saturday March 9th,
6:30 – 9:30 PM at St. Mary’s Greek Orthodox Church. Come to bid on the many
wonderful items that have been donated, stay for the fun acoustic guitar music,
delicious food provided by Lowry Hill Meats, adult beverages and mingle with
other Grace families. It is our annual adult party!
I hope you enjoy reading our Winter Newsletter!

Barb.

Upcoming at Grace
Saturday, March 9

Annual Silent Auction Gala at St. Mary’s
Orthodox Church: 6:30 – 9:30 PM
(Adults only)

Wednesday, March 27Thursday, March 28

Parent conferences 4:00 – 7:30 PM
SCHOOL IS OPEN ON BOTH
OF THESE DAYS
Child care is available in the Harriet Room
during evening conferences

Friday, March 29

No School – Parent/Teacher Conferences
Childcare provided 8:30 - 3:30.

Week of April 1 – 5
Spring Break

Thursday, May 16

All School End-Of-The-Year Picnic at Kenwood Park: 5:30 – 7:00

Friday, May 24
Last Day of School

Supplies Needed
If you are doing your
monthly Costco or
Target shopping,
please consider picking up a jug of
clear hand soap (refill size) or rolls
of white paper towels for Grace.

We are always in need of these
items! Thank you!!

Harriet Room News
Teacher Shannon

Well! Here we are in January already!! I can hardly believe the school year
is half over! I am so happy to have everyone back in the classroom again! I
hope you all had a great time celebrating the holidays!! It was nice to have
had the Holiday break scheduled the way it was this year (The last week
was almost heavenly for the teachers). And I’m sure I speak for most of the
teachers at Grace when I say, it was really great to have the opportunity to
feel like we got to relax and reboot! I hope it was relaxing for you all as well.

Even though it has only been a few weeks that we have been away from school,
(and that went so fast!), it is time for our little ones to, again, acclimate to
the change in routine. With relatives in and out of town, any types of travel,
all the hustle and bustle of the Holidays and the presents and the visiting, it
is important for parents and teachers to understand and remember that our
little ones get just as tired as the adults do. Getting back into the “groove”
can be tricky for anyone, especially after two full weeks of fun and presents!
So the Harriet Room will have a few weeks of review. We will practice some
of the things we have already learned, review some of the books we have
already read, we’ll play some familiar games, we will focus on our classroom
routine and practice sharing and taking turns with our friends. Learning
seems to happen best when we are happy in our hearts and confident in our
surroundings. Not to Worry!! More detailed Big Ideas are just around the
corner, but for the first couple of weeks back in the Harriet Room, we are
going to get reacquainted with our environment and community. It is also a
nice opportunity for me to listen for the children’s current interests. Using
the children’s interests in my programming is a great way to introduce new
concepts in all areas of development.
Happily, the children in the Harriet Room have been able to work together
as a group. They had become accustomed to their classroom and their peers.
We will continue to learn to respect our friend’s space, as well as our own,
in the classroom. The Harriet Room will continue to work on large and
small motor skills, continue and maintain the communication aspect of our
program and of course, we will continue to practice our letter, number and
color recognition.
.
I would also like to remind everyone that our invitation to share your time
with the Harriet Room for our closing circle/ Story time is still open! This
invite is open to our Harriet Room families and caregivers. Sign -up sheets
for reading time ore located outside of the classroom! We would love to share
our community with you!!
We look forward to all the new ideas and creative imaginings the Harriet
Room has yet to offer! I am so happy to be working with you and sharing the
growth and development of your children!

Calhoun Room News
AM Teachers Cassy and Sarah
PM Teachers Sarah and LaSandra

With Winter upon us the children in
the Calhoun Room have been enjoying
learning more about the Winter season. We
have been experimenting with ice in our
sensory table, learning about what animals
do in Winter, and have been enjoying many
Winter stories and non fiction books as well.
A few favorites have been Curious George
in the Snow and Clifford’s First Snow
Day. These stories provide an invitation
for the children to share about their own
experiences with our wintry weather. It has
been wonderful to share what everyone
does in the snow during our group time.

We have also have had a special guest with us over the
last month . Our poet in residence Julia Klatt Singer has been working

with our classroom to create our very own book of poetry. Exploring how our
spoken words can be written down and turned into poems is such a valuable
way to enhance early literacy. It is also a very empowering experience for the
children to find their voices as poets. As they shape poems from their life
experience and share them with each other they feel their work is valued and
expressed. It has been a community building experience as well as children
have been sharing their poems at group time and working together to come
up with different ideas about what to write. Our books will be “published”
soon!
We enjoyed being Doctors and learning all about the Clinic experience as
our dramatic play area was transformed into a clinic last month. Each child
was given the opportunity to take on the role of Doctor, Medical Receptionist,
Nurse, and patient. This provided the gateway for a great deal

of social emotional development, and yet another way
for the children to practice their pre-writing and writing
skills. In trying on all the roles involved in running our class clinic they
were able to discuss what happens at the Doctor, role-play what it feels like to
be the Doctor or Nurse, and work out their feelings around Clinic Visits. The
receptionist area was a rich literacy experience as well. The children worked
on finding each other’s name cards, typing each others names, and writing
various notes on our clipboards and in our appointment book. We even had
a special visit in our Tuesday Wednesday Thursday morning class from a
Pediatric Anesthesiologist who works at Children’s Hospital. She wore her
scrubs and brought in some tools that she uses to share with the children. It
was so fun to have an expert in the field come and share with our class.

Calhoun Room News, continued
Many of the children’s families have been taking winter vacations, and this
has sparked the children’s interest in airplanes. We added some airplanes
and airport props to our block area and many airports were built. The
children also began to make paper airplanes at our cutting and gluing art
table. In an effort to scaffold on this we have been teaching them how to
make folded paper airplanes, and have been using a number line runway to
measure how far the planes can fly. We plan to continue exploring airplanes
by providing more materials and ideas for crafting paper airplanes, delving
into how airplanes fly, and transforming our dramatic play area into an
airport. We will also be reading fiction and non fiction books about airplanes
and airports. We are excited to build on this interest in flight.

Poetry Corner
Our poet in residence, Julia Klatt Singer, spent the winter
months in the Calhoun classrooms. Here is a sampling of the
children’s poems.
Unicorn, Squirrel & Horse Poem :: By Beatrice
They have legs, three
Or four.
Faces, ears.
And they all
Eat.

I’m Writing My Own Poem :: By Rosie
I’m writing a poem.
I’ll tell you what it says
When I can.

Sleeping :: By Ethan
I was sleeping
Like it was nighttime.
I was woken up
And I said It’s the morning!
It’s nighttime, good night!
It’s morning, wake up!

When I Put My Hat On :: By Emma
Sometimes
My head
Just wiggles
Around
And goes
Side to side
When I have my hat on.

The Police Car
By Sebastian
The car is going
To the top!
And then he’s going
Down.

Cedar Room News
Teachers Monta and LaSandra

In both the MF and TWTH morning classes, our January curriculum focused
on returning to school and socializing with peers. By including this intention
and paying attention to social interactions the children rekindled bonds more
quickly. We are seeing peers being helpful to each other and a willingness to
talk and solve conflicts. We added exploring snow and snow people. It really
became wishing for snow. We may have wished too hard. We cut snowflakes
from coffee filters, made snowmen with paper and used playdough to make
three-dimensional snow people. We read several books. These are a few of
our favorite: Snow by Uri Shulevitz, Snow by Cynthia Rylant, The Snowy Day
by Ezra Jack Keats, Snowballs by Lois Elhert, Snowmen at Night by Carolyn
Bruehner. Because of a lack of snow at that time, we went out on the frozen
lake. We observed the wonder on several faces. It was the first time on a
frozen lake for some of the children. Eventually we got to play in the snow in
the play yard while it was snowing.
After rebuilding our classroom bonds in January, both classes began the
month of February by focusing on Families and others we love and how we
express our love for them. We had open-ended art with lots of materials
to create Valentine Cards. We observed children giving and receiving
valentines. It brought joy to our hearts to see the love and compassion from
receiving a card to giving a card in return. We also explored the postal system
by reading about it and discussing addresses. Each child made a card to be
mailed to their families. We then walked to the mailbox on Hennepin Ave
and put our letters in.
The MF class put up a word wall to make connections to the words from our
weekly storybooks. Our word wall has motivated the children to explore print
and write more often. The children are learning new words and taking the
words off the wall and writing them on paper! Our dramatic play this month
is a pet shop and a post office. They are really enjoying our
post office with our decorated mail box! The children have
made letters to mail home and we have read stories about the
post office and mail carriers. Some of our favorite books we
are reading are: Give A Little Love by Lizzie Mack, Mouse’s
First Valentine by Lauren Thompson, I Love My Daddy by
Sebastien Braun. We will continue to focus on our big idea
of Families for the rest of the month and keep scaffolding
and encouraging children to explore and write in the rich
literacy environment that we have set up in our classroom.
In the science area, the children have made mystery bottles.
Making the mystery bottles has generated questions about

the ingredients that we have put inside the bottles. Both
classes have been talking and reading about music and
rhythm with special focus on painting to jazz, and dancing to
different kinds of music. At the end of February, the TWTH
class will be preparing for their field trip to a Kinder Koncert
at Orchestra Hall, depicting the story Perfect Square. We will
be pairing books with music and learning how music tells
a story. We will play a variety of classroom instruments,
practice rhythms, and practice listening to each other while
playing in order to play music together. Here is a link to a U
Tube Video of the MN Orchestra’s Perfect Square concert.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AxIGyOdhfNo

Beating Those
Winter Blues
Raise your hand if you are sick and
TIRED of the cold weather that has
been lingering this winter. With a little
creativity families can beat those
“housebound blues”. Here are some
fun winter activities contributed by
all of the staff. Things to make an

Gallop!
[Rufus
Butler
Seder]

“inside” day seem special:

• Go on a picnic in your living room.
Throw down a blanket and enjoy a
“inside picnic”.
• Build a fort with all the cushions,
pillows, chairs and blankets you
can find.

3 Embrace the weather! A

• Be nostalgic. Page through your
child’s baby book or family photo
album together.
• Launch a game marathon. Rotate
between board games and active
games, such as hide and seek.

Dance [Bill T. Jones, Susan Kuklin]
There are wonderful pictures in this
book that are fun for kids to copy
with their own body.

• Gather all of the stuffed animals in
your home. Hide them in various
places, turn off the lights and then
give your children a flashlight to
help find them. Take turns hiding
them!
• Have breakfast for dinner!
• If it is too bitterly cold to go
outside, fill a large pot with snow,
bring it inside and build miniature
snowmen on your kitchen counter
(raisin eyes, red hot smile,
toothpick arms?) Put them in the
freezer and surprise the next
person who opens the freezer door!

From Head to Toe [Eric Carle]

suggestions include:

“snow day” may keep your children
from school, but it doesn’t have to
keep you in the house. Throw on
your winter clothes and become
outdoor adventurers in your own
backyard or neighborhood.
1. Freeze ice in a variety of
containers to make snow
structures. This takes a bit of
planning. Wait for days or nights
that are near or below zero, fill
containers with water and set them
outside. Possibilities include milk
cartons, buckets, garbage bins, or
balloons. *Please keep balloons
away from children (choking
hazard). Fill the balloon with water
and tie it shut. Set outside overnight
to freeze. Break the outer balloon
when water freezes and you will
have an ice globe!
2. Fill spray bottles with water and
food color and spray the snow and ice.

• Move! When those cabin fever
wiggles seem endless, here are
some tips to incorporate
more movement time in your
warm home with your little ones.

1 Read books about moving.
There are some great books out
there that facilitate movement
along with the story. Some

2 Have a dance Party. (Carla’s
personal favorite) Move the
furniture, play some good music and
move with your kids. Here are some
variations:
a. Freeze. Pause the music.
Everybody freezes, great way to
work on listening and balancing
skills.
b. Volume control. Increase the
volume, everyone dances faster.
Decrease the volume, everyone
dances slow motion. You can
also apply this to level changes
i.e. moving up in a high level on
tip toes when the music is loud or
low to the ground when the music
is quieter.

3. Use beach shovels/pails to make
snow castles.
4. Look for/make tracks in new
snow

Water Dance [Thomas Locker]
Great way to learn about the water
cycle is by moving through it.

continued on next page...

News about our longtime bus
assistant Margaret Niemi

Winter Blues, continued..
.
Make Snow Cones!
Ingredients:
Snow and your favorite juice
When a big snowfall is expected, set a large bowl outside on a table
or chair and collect snow overnight or over a longer period of time.
Scoop it into cups and drizzle with juice, juice concentrate, or flavored
syrup and enjoy.

4 Build a Snow Fort or “Quinzee” in your own backyard!
-A quinzee can
be hours of
winter fun

While many of our new families are
Several families have discovered a few snow tunnels in the
snow mounds on the corner of the Kenwood Isles parking
lot, right across the street from Grace. This is something you
can do in your own backyard!

not familiar with the ever smiling and
gentle presence of Margie our bus
assistant of 26 years, those of you who

How to Build a “Quinzee” Snow Shelter

have had older children here at Grace

• Step 1: Shovel a pile of snow into a mound 4 to 6 feet high
and wide enough around to hold at least two people once it
is hollowed out. Shape it into a domed mound. Allow it to
sit overnight and settle or “sinter”.

may have noticed that Margie is no

• Step 2: The next day it will be ready to hollow out. Begin
shoveling out an entrance and a small room. Smooth out
the walls and ceiling. The walls should be at least 12” thick.
To make sure you don’t hollow out too much of the side
walls and ceiling, poke measuring sticks through from the
outside of the mound, so you will know to stop hollowing
out the inside when you see the ends of the sticks. Hollow
the shelter out from the top down.

position with us and has moved into an

Go on a field trip!
1. Visit a favorite summer spot to find the differences now
2. Visit the Arboretum and area nature centers such as
Woodlake, Elm Creek, Westwood Hills, Richardson,
or Dodge Nature Center.
3. Explore Fort Snelling State Park, Minnehaha Falls and
Hidden Falls.
4. Check out the Mississippi River from various locations
such as the Science Museum, the Stone Arch Bridge or
at Lock and Dam #1.

her last month and she was delighted

longer around the building being a
“helper.” Margie has retired from her
assisted living center in Inver Grove
Heights. She is no longer receiving
chemo and has moved into hospice
care. A few of the staff went to visit
to see everyone. She wanted us all to
know that she misses the children and
families very much. And she hopes we
miss her too.

News from the Isles Room
Teachers Claire, Carla and Sarah

In the Isles classroom, we continue to reflect outdoor seasonal changes inside our
classroom. During the month of December, we studied how animals prepare for winter,
and learned that some animals hibernate, some migrate, and some adapt. The children
created hibernation boxes for their stuffed animals, changed the brown fur of a hare into
white through the use of cotton balls and we read stories revealing the transition from
fall into winter, such as Chipmunk Song, Goodbye Geese and Blueberries for Sal. After
we read The Mitten by Jan Brett, the children deepened the weaving skills they used to
make Thanksgiving placemats, and wove yarn around a paper mitten, which they filled
with woodland animals. This activity synthesized our study of animal behavior in winter
with an exercise in fine motor dexterity. The Winter Solstice provided the opportunity
to discuss the concept of light and dark, and the phenomenon of shorter days and
longer nights. We also read stories about the most common winter celebrations, and the
importance of light in these celebrations. Since returning from winter break, we have
discussed the sun and the moon in terms of the folk tales and legends that attempted
to explain the mystery of their presence to ancient cultures, and continued the light
and dark theme in our dramatic play area with a shadow puppet theater. We brought
the frozen landscape into our classroom with ice sculptures in our sensory bin, which
became a science experiment of what happens to ice when you add salt.
Here is a story of how the most ordinary of everyday objects (a clean, empty jar) can
become an extraordinary learning tool that develops scientific investigation skills, premath skills, and pre-reading skills. In the fall, we use the jar to perform a chemistry
experiment: after pouring cream into it, the children shake the jar and discover that
you can transform a liquid into a solid (butter.) In January, it becomes our classroom
estimation jar, and is used to build math skills while encouraging the use of intuition:
each day we fill the jar with objects from the room, and the children have a chance to
guess how many items are in the jar before we count together to determine the actual
number. The idea is to nurture an intuitive sense of quantity and reinforce the point
that there isn’t always just one correct answer, but sometimes there are several. Soon
our estimation jar will transform into an alphabet jar and, when we identify objects in
the jar that begin with a certain letter, the children will develop pre-reading and prewriting skills as we write down the names of the objects in the jar and then read the
words together. The best part is that this sound academic foundation within each child
is developing in a natural, unforced way, and in a context of play. It doesn’t get more fun
than that!
The Valentine season has been rich in opportunities for language experience as well as social emotional growth. We discussed symbols as
pictures that represent ideas or words (e.g. the heart as a symbol for love and friendship) and we encouraged the children to look for heart
shapes and other symbols in the world around them – on cereal boxes, clothing, road signs, etc. The holiday also provided a wonderful
opportunity to learn first-hand about the process of mailing a letter. First, each child made a special valentine at the art table and placed
it in an envelope with a stamp. Then we walked to the mailbox where each child put their letter into the mail slot and we discussed what
happens to letters before they are delivered. Our walk to the mailbox to post the valentines that each child had made allowed them to develop
sequential reasoning skills and understand in a concrete manner how the postal system works. The learning experience carried over into the
classroom, where the children enjoyed sending special messages to one another through the classroom post office in our dramatic play area.
One activity that encouraged compassion was taking valentines that the children had made across the street to the residents of Kenwood
Isles. The joy that was brought to this elderly community by receiving a valentine from a young child was felt by the children, teaching them
a valuable lesson of empathy and spreading love.
A note regarding our large movement curriculum: the dancing BODY moves using ACTIONS through SPACE in TIME and with ENERGY.
This statement is a general overview of creative movement concepts. In the Isles class, we've been exploring several of these concepts.
Students have been exploring the idea of SPACE as it pertains to levels and relationships. For example, we have been using scarf play with
music to demonstrate creating body shapes over, under, next to, near, and far from our scarves. We have been exploring movement that
travels from a high level through the middle level to low levels. We have been discussing which locomotor movements we can do at the

Isles Classroom, continued
various levels in space. By embodying these concepts (like relationship words: near, far, above, below) students will later be able to apply that
understanding to literacy development now and into the future (understanding prepositions).
In addition to moving, students have also been learning techniques to calm the body and become aware of breathing. We have been practicing
deep belly breathing with mindful glitter jars, as well as listening breathing with chimes and singing bowl signals.

Discovery Extended Day Program at Grace
Encouraging scientific thinking through play
In January the Discovery class
continued its study of simple
machines from before winter break:
wedge, Incline plane, lever, wheel
and axle, pulley, and screw. We
examined how larger machines were
made up of simple machines. The

children began to notice simple
machines around them as well
as in more complex machines.
We then used discarded materials

to create machines and combined
those machines into a large class
machine.

While the children created
their machines, Julia, our poet
in residence worked with each
child to document their words
about simple machines. These
words were added to our classroom
machine. Many of the children
enjoyed working together on this
project, figuring out how to connect
the machines.

moving on to make static wands
with fur/wool and plastic wands like
spoons and combs. The children
returned again and again to play
with the static electricity and watch
it move foam beads or tissue paper
butterflies as well as their own hair.
We continued by reading books
about electricity: how it is created
by friction, how it was discovered
by Ben Franklin and how Thomas
Edison figured out how to make it
useful through his inventions of the
lightbulb and recording machines.
The
children
expanded
their
understanding
of
what
uses
electricity in their lives. They first
could only name different types of
lights. At the end of our unit they
knew electricity is used to power

The weather in Winter is ideal for
exploring electricity. We began
by playing with static electricity:
using balloons and our own hair then

a variety of machines such as
computers, phones and appliances.
We finished our unit about electricity
by each child building a circuit
with an LED bulb and battery. The
students worked with Julia again
and created a class poem with their
thoughts on electricity.

Kenwood Isles Partnership
Teacher Claire has created a partnership with
some of the residents of the Kenwood Isles
Condominiums. Every year she works with a group
of our children, through the Friday Add A Day
program, to bring cards and treats to Kenwood Isles
residents for Halloween, Valentine’s Day and May
Day. This flyer was created by one of the residents
and hung throughout the building in anticipation of
the children’s visit on Valentine’s Day.

Getting the word out!
Help us get the word out about Grace
Neighborhood Nursery School! Stop in to
the Dahlman Room (next to the gym) and
pick up a GNNS yard sign for your front
year. We still have spots for new families
for next year!

The wonder of a 3-Year-Old Mind
at work
After reading a story about a baby being born, my 3-year-old exclaimed, “Mommy, I couldn’t have come out of your belly, because
there’s no door in your belly!”

My 3-year-old was very enthusiastic about spending an afternoon
with her grandmother. “Grandma is so good with kids! Why didn't
she have any of her own?!"

After playing for a while with our new Jack Russell puppy, my
3-year-old looked a bit puzzled and asked, “Where are his batteries?”.

My 3-year-old does not like the change of wardrobe that comes
with the change of seasons, “Mommy, I don’t want to wear shorts. I
want to wear my LONG-SLEEVED PANTS!”

Students from Add-A-Day take a Wood Lake Nature Walk
on January 18th.

